OUR ENVIRONMENTAL WORK

Konftel & the environment
Konftel has a mission to develop and sell products that
contribute to a better environment and is dedicated to
improving the environment by making active choices.
Konftel has long regarded its environmental activities as a vital part of
its operations. In 1998, Konftel participated in the Eco Design project
initiated by the Foundation for Swedish Industrial Design. During the
project, we analysed the life cycle of the product, from raw material
to final disposal. This meant that we were aware early on of the
importance of considering the environmental aspects in our productrelated decisions.
Our environmental assessment helped us to identify the areas in our
operations that we believe it is important to focus on to improve our
environmental performance. We have established environmental objectives with procedures, specified a division of responsibilities and
drawn up an environmental policy for the identified areas.
The environmental policy serves to reinforce our priority commitment
to environmental action within Konftel and our determination to work
towards a better environment by making active choices.

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
for Konftel AB

Konftel is dedicated to making constant improvements
and achieving more sustainable progress.
We will therefore:
• conduct a life cycle assessment for each product,
• comply with legislation and recommendations, be responsive
to the requirements placed upon us by our partners and
implement preventive efforts to contribute to a better environment,
• focus on effective management of raw materials and energy by
following the principle of caution,
• ensure that Konftel’s employees and partners are informed
of our environmental practices,
• coordinate Konftel’s environmental and quality procedures
to achieve our environmental and quality objectives,
• minimise the impact on the environment within our company
as far as is technologically possible and economically feasible,
• introduce new technology to be more efficient in our utilisation
of resources and reduce the volume of waste we produce.

On 24th October 2008, Konftel AB decided that the above environmental
policy will be used to clearly define our environmental activities within our
organisation and externally to our partners.
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products, company or environmental activities.
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